The
24’ and 30’ wide Gothic Arch Greenhouses by:

The North Slope is designed to shed snow and allow maximum light into the
greenhouse for Northern climates. We have found that it’s generous peak makes it
easy to cool with natural ventilation so that it excels in mild to hot climates as well.

Benefits of The North Slope Greenhouse:
Strength: The North Slope’s unique arch
design with no flat spots is stronger and drips
less. The Romans knew it, an arch is stronger
so you will see no flat spots on the North Slope
roof. The steep angle of the arch reduces
dripping.

North Slope 30 in Homer, AK.

Ventilation: One of the advantages of the north
Slope is that it can be fitted with a ridge vent. With
roll-up or drop walls on the sides, the North Slope is
an excellent candidate for Natural Ventilation. Many
growers use the roll up wall on the sides and a roof
vent at the peak.

North Slope 30 with Roof Vent, Roll-Up Walls, and the
Equinox Blackout Curtain.

Code or Non-Code: The North Slope meets
Building codes but it may also be purchased
without the tie rods and webs as non-code.
North Slope 30: (IBC Loadings)
30# ground snow load 100 mph exposure C wind load.
(4’ arch spacing with tie bars and webs)
12# live load and 90 mph exposure C wind load
(6’ arch spacing with tie bars and webs )

North Slope 24: (IBC Loadings)

North Slope 24 with tie bars and webs covered in
Shade Cloth. Note good interior clearance.

50# ground snow load 120 mph exposure C wind load
(4’ arch spacing with tie bars and webs)
12# live load and 100 mph exposure C wind load
(6’ arch spacing with tie bars and webs)

Gable Frame Packages: Optional gable frame
packages for Poly, Shade, Insect Screen,
Corrugated or Twin Wall are available.

North Slope 30 with Gable set for Poly option.

Hard or Soft Coverings: Roofs & walls can be
covered with hard coverings such as twin walled
or corrugated polycarbonate or with soft coverings
like poly, shade cloth, or insect screen. Soft
coverings can be installed from ground-to-ground
to save on initial investment.

NORTH SLOPE 24
Arches 2 3/8” diameter 16 gauge,
6’ or 4’ on center
Condensate controlling roof purlins
3-18 gauge for poly roof
6-16 gauge & ridge tree for rigid roof.

1 3/8” tubing tie bars
and webs (optional)

Steel eave stringer is standard for
rigid roofed houses.
Stubs 2 7/8” diameter 12 gauge,
6’ or 4’ on center

NORTH SLOPE 30
Arches 2 3/8” diameter 13 gauge,
6’ or 4’ on center

±8'

6'

±15'

Condensate controlling roof purlins
5-18 gauge for poly roof
6-16 gauge & ridge tree for rigid roof.
1 3/8” tubing tie bars
and webs (optional)

Steel eave stringer is standard for
rigid roofed houses.
Stubs 2 7/8” diameter 12 gauge,
6’ or 4’ on center

30'

Extrusions:

Condensation controlling roof purlins:

Agra Lock package available at eaves to hold roof
poly. Gable extrusion option connects gable & roof
coverings (gable extrusion is standard on rigid
roofed houses).

Roof purlins catch condensation and channel it to the
gables before it drips reducing damage to foliage or
planting media.

